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Abstract-For linear or convex neutral difference equations with finite delay and with infinite 
delay, the Massera-type theorems are established. That is, the necessary and sufficient condition for 
existence of a periodic solution is the existence of a bounded solution. In this way, the Massera theo- 
rem for the ordinary differential equations is extended to neutral difference equations. As immediate 
implications the corresponding new results for delay difference equations are obtained since the latter 
can be regarded as a special case of the former. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that for linear periodic ordinary differential equations, the existence of a bounded 
solution implies the existence of a periodic solution as shown by Massera (cf. [l]). Later on, Chow 
(cf. [2]) obtained the counterpart result for scalar linear periodic functional differential equations 
with finite delay of a special form; Makay (cf. [3]) extended Massera’s result to linear periodic 
functional differential equations with finite and infinite delay of general form and to integral 
equations. Recently, Fan and Wang obtained the relevant results for linear or convex periodic 
neutral functional differential equations with finite delay and with infinite delay (cf. [4,5]). 
On the other hand, there have appeared quite a few results on periodic solutions of linear 
difference equations, among which we would like to mention [6] by Agarwal and Popenda, and [7] 
by Pang and Agarwal. In [6,7] the authors established a number of interesting and remarkable 
results on the existence of periodic solutions and of the more general exponentially weighted, 
(P,$J)-weighted, and v-weighted periodic solutions as well. Also, in [8] by Agarwal, there is a 
new chapter devoted to the neutral difference equations. 
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However, to the best of our knowledge, there have not appeared any corresponding Massera- 
type results for neutral difference equations nor even for delay difference equations. In this paper, 
we would establish such results so that Massera’s theorem would be further extended. 
2.’ FINITE DELAY CASE 
Consider the neutral difference equations with finite delay of the general form 
W(n, 4) = f(n, xn), n E 2, (1) 
where 2 denotes the set of integers, x E R” with some positive integer k, and A is the forward 
difference operator; let 
C={cp:{-r,--r+l,...,-l,O}-+R”} withsomerEZ+, 
where Z+ is the set of nonnegative integers, and define the norm of cp E C as 
Ml = 9=+,Tzi ,.,,, c IP( with I * I a norm in Rk. 
Let D, f : Z x C -+ R”, while x, E C is defined as 
X%(S) = x(n + s), for s = -T, .--T + 1,. . . ,O. 
Suppose that for any given no E Z and any given function ‘p E C, there exists a unique solution 
of (l), denoted by x(nc,cp)( n , such that it satisfies (1) for all integers n 2 no and ) 
4n0, cp)(n0 + s> = ds), for s = -T, --T + 1,. . . ,O. 
At times we also denote the solution by x, (no, ‘p) . 
Moreover, we assume that D and f satisfy certain conditions so that the solution z,(nc,(p) 
of (1) is continuous w.r.t. the initial function ‘p. 
In the sequel, we always assume that the variables n, s, i, j, k take integer valuesj and the 
corresponding inequalities as well as intervals are discrete ones. 
DEFINITION 1. If D(n, ‘p) = Do(n, ‘p) + g(n), f (n,cp) = L(n, ‘p) + h(n) where Do(n,cp) and 
L(n, ‘p) are both linear in cp, then (1) is said to be linear. 
DEFINITION 2. If D(n f N,cp) = D(n,cp) and f(n + N,cp) = f(n,p) for all n E 2 with some 
N E Z+, then (1) is said to be N-periodic. 
For our purpose, we cite the following Schauder fixed-point theorem which will be needed in 
proving our theorems later. 
LEMMA 1. (Schauder tied-point theorem.) If U is a closed bounded convex subset of a Banach 
space X and T : U -+ U is completely continuous (i.e., T is continuous and for any closed 
bounded set V c U, the closure of TV is compact), then T has a fixed point in U. 
We are now in a position to establish our main results. 
THEOREM 1. Let (1) be linear and N-periodic. Then (1) has an N-periodic solution if and only 
if it has a bounded solution on 2. 
PROOF. The necessity is trivial. It suffices to show that the existence of a bounded solution 
implies the existence of an N-periodic solution. To this end, we apply the Schauder fixed-point 
theorem. W.L.O.G. we assume no = 0. 
Let x*(n) be a bounded solution of (1) on 2. Then there exists a constant .B > 0 such that 
Ix*(n)1 I B and 11~~11 I B, for n E 2. 
Define the set R as follows: 
0 := {p E C : llyll I B and IIx~(O,(P)II 5 B, n E Z+} , 
where x,(0, cp) is the unique solution of (1) through (0, cp). 
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First, we claim that R is nonempty. In fact, for the known bounded solution x*(n), we define 
p,,(s) := x(;(s) = x*(s), s E [-r,O]. Thus, xc:, = xn(O,cpo). Hence, IIvoII L B and IIx~(O,(PO)II = 
112~11 5 B for n E 2 +. This shows that ‘po E R and Q is nonempty. 
Next, we can show that R is a closed bounded convex set in C. By definition of Q, it is clearly 
closed and bounded. Moreover, for any (pi, cps E 0, and Q! E [0, 11, we have 
By the definitions of D and f and the linearities of Do and L, it is easy to see that ax,(O,cpi) + 
(1 - cr)xn(O, cps) is also a solution of (1). By uniqueness of solutions of (1) we conclude that 
x,(0, acp1f (1 - a)cpz) = Lyxn(O, cpl) + (1 - &)X,(0, $3). 
Thus, 
ll~nP4wl+ u- ~>972>11 L 4%@,~1)ll+ (I- a)IlGL(O, cp2))) 5 B, nEZ+. 
Therefore, !J is convex. 
Now define the mapping P : a---) C as Pv := XN(O,(P); i.e., 
&(S) =xN(%~)(s) =x(o~~)(~+~), s E [-r,O]. 
Trivially, by the continuity of solutions w.r.t. the initial functions, P is a continuous mapping. 
Furthermore, we can assert that P maps R into itself. Indeed, for any p E R, we have 
IJPplJ = jlz~(O,cp)(l 5 B, and by the N-periodicity of (1) and the uniqueness of solutions, there 
holds 
lI~(O,Pv)ll = IIG(%xN(O,(P))II = IIx~+NW~XN(O~P))II = IIG+N(O,(P)II i B, for n E Z+. 
Hence, Pv E R. This means that P maps s1 into R. 
Noting that R is a closed bounded set in the finite dimensional space C, and thus, is compact, 
we can clearly see that for any closed bounded subset V in fl, the closure of PV is compact. 
Therefore, P is a completely continuous mapping. 
Then, by applying Lemma 1 we conclude that P has a fixed point $ in R. That is, P+ = +, 
or xN(O, $) = x0(0, $), which implies that 
xn+N(o,d’) = %z(O,+), nEZ+, 
by the periodicities of D and f and the uniqueness of solutions. Therefore, x,,(O,$) is an 
N-periodic solution of (1). I 
REMARK 1. In particular, if D(n, ‘p) E p(O), then (1) turns out to be the following delay differ- 
ence equations: 
Ax(n) = f (n, 4, n E Z. (2) 
Under the same assumptions on f as above, as an immediate implication of Theorem 1 we obtain 
the following result, which is also new for (2). 
COROLLARY 1. Let (2) be linear and N-periodic. Then (2) has an N-periodic solution if and 
only if it has a bounded solution on Z. 
REMARK 2. From the proof of Theorem 1 it can be easily seen that we only use the linearity of 
the equation to show the convexity of R. Therefore, we may introduce the following notion to 
reduce the conditions of Theorem 1 as well as of Corollary 1. 
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DEFINITION 3. Equation (1) (or (2)) is saiT2p be convex if the solution set of (1) (or (2)) is 
convex; i.e., for any two solutions &) antnd zn , and any o E [0, 11, a&) + (1 - *)zF) is also a 
solution. 
Trivially, linearity implies convexity. Then correspondingly, we have the improved versions of 
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 as follows. 
THEOREM l*. Let (1) be convex and N-periodic. Then (1) has an N-periodic solution if and 
only if it has a bounded solution on 2. 
COROLLARY l*. Let (2) be convex and N-periodic. Then (2) has an N-periodic solution if and 
only if it has a bounded solution on 2. 
3. INFINITE DELAY CASE 
To establish the Massera-type theorem for the neutral difference equations with infinite delay, 
we need introduce the space X, as follows. 
Let G denote the set of nonincreasing functions g : Z- + [l,cu) such that g(s) -+ 00 as 
s+ -oo and g(0) = 1. For a given g E G, (X,, 1 . 1s) denotes the Banach space of functions 
cp : Z- ---) Rk for which 
exists, where Z- is the set of nonpositive integers with ( . ( a norm in Rk. 
Let 
X = {cp-: Z- + Rk ) ‘p is bounded}, 
and define the norm of cp E X as 
IIi4 = “,;g IP(S 
Obviously, X C X, for g E G. 
Consider now the neutral delay difference equations with infinite delay of the general form 
A(D(n, 4) = J’(n, xn), n E Z, (3) 
where D, F : Z x X, --$ Rk, while x, E X, is defined as 
x,(s) = x(n + s), for 5 E Z- . 
Suppose that for any given no E Z and any given function ‘p E X,, there exists a unique 
solution of (3), denoted by z(nc, cp)( n , such that it satisfies (3) for all integers n 2 no and ) 
x(720, cp)(no + s> = p(s), for s E Z- . 
Also, we denote the solution by x,(nc, ‘p) at times. 
We may define the linearity, the N-periodicity, and the convexity of (3) in the same way as in 
Definitions 1-3. 
Now for every n E Zf and cp E X,, define the mapping P, : X, -+ X, as P,cp := ~~(0, cp); i.e., 
Pncp(s> = x7&(0, cp)(s) = 40, (P>(n + s>, s E z-. 
DEFINITION 4. Let R C X. The mapping P, : Xs -+ X, is said to be continuous in (R, G) if 
there is a g E G and for every cpe E 0, n E Z+, and E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that [‘p E 52, 
Iv - (~01~ < 61 imply that lIPn(p - Pn~oll < E. 
Before establishing the main result in this section, we give a useful lemma as follows. 
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LEMMA 2. Let L > 0 be a given number. Then the set R := {v, E X : ((cpI( 5 L} is compact in 
the g-norm for any g E G. 
PROOF. Let {cp,} be any given sequence in 52. Then . 
I%(S)l 5 Js for s E Z- and m = 1,2, . . . . 
Since {cp,(O)} is a bounded sequence of real numbers, there exists a subsequence, say {cps,} of 
{cpm) such that (cp0d0)) converges to some real number denoted by cp* (0). Clearly, Iq*(O)( 5 L. 
Next, {cPo,(-1)) is a bounded sequence of real numbers, and there exists a subsequence 
(~1~) E {POT) C {cp,) such that {cplm(-l)} converges to a real number denoted by J,O* (-1). 
Obviously, Jcp*(-l)j 5 L, and {(PI,(O)} also converges to v*(O). 
In this way, by extracting the diagonal sequence, we could finally obtain a subsequence {qmm} C 
{cp,} with the following property: for any positive integer N*, 
Vmm(S) ---) cp*(s)l asm-+co, and Iv*(s)l i JJ, for s =0,-l,. . . , -N*. 
Now for any given E > 0, choose an integer N* > 0 so that 
g(-N*) 1:. 
On the other hand, for this chosen N*, there exists an integer K > 0 with 
Ivmm(s) - cp”(s)l 5 4, for s=O,-l,..., -N*, ifm> K. 
Hence, if m 2 K then we have 
l(Pmn 
_ (p*,4 = sup’ IVmm(S) - cp*(s)l 
350 i?(s) 
< sup Ivmm(s> - cp*(s)l - 
s<-N’ g(s) 
by the choice of N*. This shows that 
brim - ‘p*1, -+ 0, asm-+cm. 
Trivially, JI’p*I( < L; i.e., ‘p* E R. Therefore, 52 is compact in the g-norm as desired. I 
Now we are in a position to establish the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let (3) be convex and N-periodic and P, be continuous in (Sz, G) for every bounded 
(in the supremum norm) set 0 C_ X. Then (3) has an N-periodic solution if and only if it has a 
bounded solution on Z. 
PROOF. Let z*(n) be a bounded solution of (3) on Z. Then there exists a constant B > 0 such 
that 
b*(n)1 5 B, 11~~11 = ;yt lx*(n. + s)l 5 B, for n E Z, 
- 
and 
for n E Z. 
Since P,, is continuous in (a, G) for the bounded set 
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there is a corresponding g E G. Define X, with this g and let 
i-21 := {“p E X : l[p[l I B and Ilzn(O,(~)([ <B for n E Z+}, 
where ~~(0, ‘p) is the unique solution of (3) through (0, cp). 
Obviously, 01 C R. We now assert that Ri is nonempty. In fact, for the known bounded 
solution z*(n), we define cpo(s) := z;(s) = z*(s) f or s 5 0. Thus, s: = x,(0, cpe). Hence, 
IIvoII I B, and ll~n(O,~~)ll = llx;II 5 B for n E Z +. This shows that cpe E fir and Qr is 
nonempty. 
Next, we claim that Qr is convex. For any cpr, (~2 E Rr and cy E [O, l], we have 
llw + (1 - ~h+92ll I4~1ll + (1 - ~)II~211 5 B. 
On the other hand, by the convexity of (3), crzn(O, cpi) + (1 - cr)z,(O, 972) is also a solution of (3), 
and hence, by uniqueness of solutions we derive that 
xn(O, @cpl+ (I- a)cpn) = ~Xn(O, cpl) + (1 - Q)%(O, 92). 
Thus, 
lbn(O, &PI + (1 - a>c~z)ll 5 4l~(O, (~1>11+ (1 - ~>ll~nP,~2)ll _< B, for n E Z+. 
Therefore, Ri is convex. 
Now define the mapping P : fl -+ X as Pv := xp~(O,cp); i.e., 
%(s) = xN(o, v)(s) = x(0, %‘)(N + s), s E z-. 
By assumption, P is continuous on Ri in the g-norm. Furthermore, we can assert that P maps Ri 
into itself. 
Indeed, for any ‘p E Rr, we have I(Pp(( = Il~~(O,cp)l( 5 B, and by the periodicity of (3) and 
the uniqueness of solutions there holds 
(lXn(o, &)[I = h(o, xN(o, P))ll = bn+N(~,xN(o, P))ll = (kn+N(o, (P)II 5 B, for n E Z+. 
Hence, Pp E fli. This means that P maps Ri into Cli. 
Also, we can show that fii is a closed bounded set in X,. Trivially, Rr is bounded in the g-norm 
since /Iv)/ 5 B implies that I& 5 B. Moreover, assume that {cpm} E Rr and /pm - ‘p*19 -+ oo 
as m ---f co. We want to show that ‘p* E RI, and thus, 01 is closed in the g-norm. 
In fact, since Rr C fl and Q is compact, and thus, closed in the g-norm by Lemma 2, we derive 
that ‘p* E R; i.e., llp*l[ 5 B. 
Suppose that for some n* E Z+, Il~~.(O,(p*)ll > B. Then by the assumption that P,* is 
continuous in (R,G), for sufficiently large m 1 n* we would have IIzCn*(O, (~~)lj > B, which 
contradicts the assumption {cp,} E Szr. Therefore, JJz,(O, (p*)ll < B for all n E Z+, and hence, 
Lp* E 521. 
Now noting that by Lemma 2, R is compact in the g-norm and 01 C R, we conclude that Ri 
is relatively compact in the g-norm. For any closed bounded set V 2 Rr, P maps V into a 
relatively compact set Ri, and thus the closure of PV is compact. Therefore, P is a completely 
continuous mapping in the g-norm. 
By applying Lemma 1, we conclude that P has a fixed point $J E ar. With the same arguments 
as in Theorem 1 we know that x,(0, $J) is an N-periodic solution of (3). I 
Since the infinite delay difference equations of the form 
Ax:(n) = F(n, x,), n E 2, (4 
with x,(s) = s(n + s) for s E Z- can be regarded as a special case of (3), we have the following 
result. 
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THEOREM 3. Let (4) be convex and N-periodic and P, be continuous in (R, G) for every bounded 
(in the supremum norm) set Q 2 X. Then (4) has an N-periodic solution if and only if it has a 
bounded solution on 2. 
REMARK 3. As mentioned before, linearity implies convexity, and hence, we may get the corre- 
sponding results for (3) and (4) to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, which are omitted here. 
REMARK 4. It is easy to see that in all of the above results, the obtained N-periodic solution is 
bounded with the same bound as the known solution. 
REMARK 5. Because of the nature of the discrete models, the arguments employed in the proof 
of Theorem 2 are different from and much simpler than the one for neutral functional differential 
equations (cf. [4,5]). 
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